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Dedication & Gratitude
Love dedicates this sacred text to sacred forests everywhere.
Sacred forests are places of profound healing, wisdom,
connection and service, where the sacred balance of wild
beauty, revelatory laws, Truth and Love are embodied. Thank
you, generous, loving forests for your mentorship!
A great, big thank you to all teachers that have nurtured me and
disciplined me to be impeccable. I am still learning and growing.
My sincerest gratitude to the teachers who have served me so
beautifully. To each and every Grace you bestowed upon me,
thank you for allowing God to bless me through you. You loved
me, held space for me, and taught me such a thorough
foundation. Then you bolstered me and freed me to step into
the remembrance of Love.
At times, it was stormy, and you shored me up.
At times, I misunderstood your leadership in my life, and you
served me anyway.
At times, I was foolish and inconsiderate, and you were lovingly
firm.
At times, I could not get out of bed and you cared for me.
And on special days, you coaxed and invited me to play.
You mentored me well.
With deepest gratitude,
Love, Tara
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Introduction
So, God and I were chatting, and We thought you’d love a
brand-new story than the one you’ve been believing, feeding,
and conjuring for much of your life.
It is my deeply humble and heart-felt honour to present this new
story to the world. As will be revealed, the invitation-story is a
Sacred Gift, as well as a Sacred Trust, with many blessings that
will be revealed within your heart and before your very eyes.
My life has been solely designed for this story. Each amazing
person, from store clerks to my parents, to aggressors and my
friends, who I have encountered in this lifetime has prepared me
for this mission. God sent all the most perfect companions to
firm me and discipline me for this Sacred Trust.
My life has been challenging and heart breaking at times, I can
assure you. I am by no means perfect. I have made many
mistakes, but I have been willing to grow and learn in God.
When I follow The Leader, many blessings grace my life. When I
am rebellious, indulgent in excess, or inconsiderate of others,
when I allow the negative, neglect my basic emotional and
physical needs, or simply push myself too much, I get lost. I
have suffered when I have let the world mentor me. I was lost
when I went my own way.
God has been patient with me and you, too. I feel blessed to
have a Shepherd who knows the way to joy, peace, Love, and
the treasure that I AM.
You are a treasure, too. You are a sacred blessing. I know this
with every level of my beingness.
I followed my Divinely inspired heart throughout my life and was
led to True Freedom.
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My life has been rich with blessings, as well as intense,
disciplined, and, at times, hellish training. I have experienced a
great deal of suffering in my life to help me understand what
many people experience. God has also revealed to me the
horrors, that few people are aware of, about the very corrupt
few who enslave people here on this earth.
Every blessing I requested from God was with full intention to
share that blessing with you, to free you, too. I love you deeply
and unconditionally.
God gave me hints of where I was going. I could not believe it. I
suspect the beauty of my role in the Sacred Trust was kept fully
from me until just recently because each time God hinted, I was
curious, doubtful and fearful. Who was I to play such a part in a
beautiful plan? When I thought about it for more than a few
minutes I became concerned and scared and then I pushed it
away. I would go into fear of people rejecting or
misunderstanding me for playing such a role.
So, God sent many people, including those who love me
intensely, to misunderstand me, get confused by me, and even
to get angry with me when I was holding the field of Love. They
looked through my actions from their own point of view: fear,
confusion, anger, rejection and limitation.
The Divine tempered me in this environment and invited me to
Love them and myself anyway. God showed me their confusion
and began training me to untie the knots within the minds of
those I encountered who were curious and receptive.
Many were truly happy for confusion to be healed into peace,
love, and harmony. Their lives are filled with joy. God taught me
that everyone has free will and to Love everyone equally and to
allow their own timing in everything, as God gifts us with free
will.
Fear of not being ready for this mission, or fears of being
uncertain about the actual role, and definitely fears of being
rejected by others all maintained a protection pattern of hiding
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and I only allowed myself to work one-on-one with people. I
was not ready at those times to lead.
The truth is, I was not ready to be a leader as a True Friend to
the world until God mentored me about service and Love in
February 2019 with the blessing of the Flower of Heaven
through to November 2019 when God gifted me by answering
my prayers for you. Then I understood so much that led up to
November 10, 2019 from my whole life and what God is now
inviting all of us to co-create together. God lifted the clouds of
my mind and showed me a glorious vista of Love, equality,
peace, joy and family.
By the end of the summer of 2019, during an intense open eye
meditation, the Divine revealed a new book to me by showing
me the cover of this book you are reading today. God also gave
me a brief idea of what would be in it. I was delighted to be
given the assignment.
The very next day, God blessed me with The Adventure Story: A
Call to Loving Leadership, as well as the part of the Introduction
to the story, that accompanies this book. I spent the day
transcribing it. I was excited. At first, I thought it was the whole
contents of Play Well. I was either in a state of smiling joy or I
was crying with gratitude throughout the time I was
transcribing. At times, my tears obliterated the ink on the page,
and I had to be mindful to keep the paper protected.
Yet the idea God revealed to me for Play Well was not what I
transcribed. I was confused, but the Divine guided me to put
the transcription aside to finish The Flower of Heaven book. At
the time, I was editing The Flower of Heaven, and I was
instructed to publish that book before I could work on this
book.
I was so drawn to Play Well. God used it as a strong incentive to
motivate me to get stuff done so I could dive into it. I travelled
to the coast of Brazil in early November 2019 where I completed
the details of the editing and formatting for The Flower of
Heaven.
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The Holy Forest of the Amazon, as well as the sacred beaches
and natural places of Brazil have been such blessed, nourishing
places for me. I have such an incredible love for the people and
the land. The natural area I visited is rich with biodiversity and
intense natural aliveness.
I was so close to the finish line with The Flower of Heaven.
Since I was so close, I became curious with Play Well. I opened
up the manuscript and started to play with it, as God had given
it to me in disorganized stanzas. Each stanza was a piece of a
puzzle that went in a specific order. As I organized and placed
each piece, the beauty of the story was revealed. At the end I
asked the Divine, “Is this all? This does not seem like the Play
Well book you revealed to me.” I was guided to be patient and
to get back to finishing The Flower of Heaven.
A few days later, God blessed me with part of a chapter for The
Flower of Heaven on forgiveness and reconciliation. As I
transcribed it under the ‘Tree of Peace,’ upon the ‘Hill of
Forgiveness,’ the blue ink sparkled on the white pages as the
sun shone through the leaves. I have included the transcription
in this book, as the Divine guided me to include it in this text to
be available to everyone.
Two days later, on the sunny afternoon of November 10th,
2019, I was fortunate to receive an incredible teaching from the
Divine. I was outside in an exquisite setting by a lake when God
shared with me incredible revelations.
I was filled with immense gratitude and I enthusiastically wanted
to share God’s revelations with all of humanity. I asked if I could
share them with you and God consented. I felt joyous!
With my trusty notebook, I sat down to write what I had been
taught. As my pen touched the paper, God wrote through me,
revealing the teachings I had just received about existence and
the Divine. Where the text includes reference to the ‘Divine’ or
‘God’ it is a direct message from God to us.
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Where the text uses ‘I’, ‘me’, or ‘my’, it is God’s direct
conversation with you.
Throughout the book, my hand is surrendered to God’s Word. I
am merely a scribe. I simply found myself transcribing a direct
message from God to you and humanity.
I wrote into the evening, along that lake. The almost full moon
was my only light. At times I could not see the writing on the
page; I was hopeful that ink still flowed from my pen after a day
of writing.
During that day and in the evening, every once in a while, God
invited me to rest into creation, the beauty of the dance of
nature, and all its glory. As the sun set, the birds sang and
played in the sky. At dusk, when I looked up, the sky was a rich
purple hue, the atmosphere was thick with moisture,
and all of nature was alive and humming. The beauty was
phenomenal. Although mosquitos feasted on my feet and legs, I
was peacefully and deeply surrendered into the beauty around
me.
In the evening, I was invited by God to pause transcribing and
turn around to look at the stars behind me. To the west, there
was an alignment of 3 planets or stars shining brightly, one on
top of the other above the horizon. I knew it represented the
covenant God was revealing through me and inking on the
page.
After returning home to Canada, I received two more
transcriptions, one in early December 2019 and the last at the
beginning of January 2020.
Other than the introductions, the whole book is a transcription.
Uncertain as to why the Divine has the book in two voices, I
asked if I could change the whole transcription into God’s voice.
I was told to leave everything as it is.
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I have not added to the book with the exception of a minor
word or punctuation, here or there, as sometimes a word,
particle or a comma was missing in a sentence. If anything is in
[ ] it is my addition.
As well, the introduction to the Adventure Story is mostly
transcribed, with a couple of paragraphs written by me.
Otherwise, Play Well is as I transcribed, Word for beautiful
Word. Although not quite the puzzle as The Adventure Story,
the sequence of the transcriptions has been slightly rearranged,
as Play Well was transcribed on six separate days and some of
the content seemed out of sequence and flowed better grouped
together.
What I found lovely about this book is that God is so casual,
and inspirational in an adventuresome way. The use of ‘we’ is
endearingly inclusive in the first part. The use of ‘We” in the last
part is powerfully evocative. It reveals a powerful union when
we choose that which is in alignment with God.
In my opinion, the overall message from God is an invitation into
loving, joyful, respectful friendship and family with God and the
world.
Most importantly, throughout the book, God’s invitation is clear
and easy to understand. As I transcribed it, at times I was
beaming with joy, gratitude and excited aliveness as God was
opening my mind. Other times, tears of gratitude streamed
through me and I was indulgent in getting lost in the ecstasy of
gratitude because of the gift God is offering. However, I wasn’t
allowed to stay in a state of grateful ecstacy; God instructed me
to firm myself and get back to work.
Since this whole book is Divine Truth, God’s guidance and
mentorship is attributed to God. And so, all authorship is God’s.
It is in my opinion, the most beautiful book, as it is the revelation
of the Love of God in a deeply personal way. It is also both a
treasure and a map!
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God made a request that shall be decreed on these pages.
Not one cent of profit from the sale of the book is to go to a
publisher or to me personally.
An electronic copy is to be made available for free to anyone
who would like to read it.
This book is to always be made available electronically for free
and no Word is to be changed.
Other than a bookstore’s profit and a small portion to cover the
costs of production and distribution, every penny from the sale
of soft or hard copy books are to go to a fund, set up by me, to
be distributed at my discretion for the sole benefit to feed
people who are hungry and to protect the Holy Garden that is
our home.
In my stead, a trust of people will be caretakers of that fund.
The trust will be comprised of Indigenous leaders and people
who are actively ensuring the distribution of food to the poor.
The trust is to pay no wages for the management or the
administration of the fund. All positions are to be volunteer
positions. However, basic, local expenses and a basic food
allowance per diem for those who are working in the field are to
be granted.
Should anyone break this decree, there are severe
consequences, and I have been instructed to be transparent.
We have many people to feed and much water and land to
protect and restore. I encourage you to find ways to take care
of each other, too.
In Love,
Tara Bianca
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I am the remembrance of the Holy Family
I am the remembrance of the Holy Father
I am the remembrance of the Holy Mother
I am the remembrance of the Holy Son
I am the remembrance of the Holy Daughter
I am the remembrance of the Holy Forest
I am the Holy remembrance of Love
Peace, love and joy be with you always.

~ Tara Bianca
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Part One

The Adventure Story:
A Call to Loving Leadership

Then one day, when you least expect it,
the great adventure finds you.
– Ewan Mcgregor
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Adventure Story Introduction
I am the scribe of this Divine invitation.
Before you read the following pages, let me invite you, the
storybook you are about to read is an activation of Truth and an
invocation of newness into your life. There are words and
concepts that are newish to you. I encourage you to read The
Adventure Story from time to time. As you apply the mindsets,
the words and concepts will become more familiar and in time
will release greater, deeper meaning.
Relax and let the words, and the story they weave, inform you
at your deepest level. The book is water for a seed that has
always been with you. The book activates the seed that has
been dormant within you. The seed is a map that you have felt
the edge of, your entire life. The map comes alive as these
words wash over you.
What if you have been resisting True instruction and have had
your back turned from Love? What if you can reorient your mind
and life to Truth and Love?
I understand that you have faced challenges, self-doubt, selfrejection and fear. When you suffer, it is because you are not
aware of the bigger picture and the Truth of Love. If you live in
fear or separation, you are focused on the illusion. Simply, the
illusion is that which creates confusion in the mind, seduces
people into drama, distracts people from their Divinity, and
convinces people to believe in protection, separation and
aloneness.
This invitation is a call from Love, beyond the illusion. And
anything that keeps you from Love is illusion.
We have come a long way in our evolution. So far, although we
have enjoyed many successes, creativity and joy, the journey
has been fraught with suffering for most people. Our dear
garden is polluted, and people are becoming more and more
disconnected. We have arrived at a beautiful time; the
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opportunity to turn the destruction around is upon us. Waiting
any longer creates more work exponentially. Some destruction
will be irreversible.
What lies beyond the suffering, pain, destruction, enslavement,
and disconnection in the world?
Now, incredible riches, beyond our dreams, await us. Let us be
like ARROWS, shooting out of the mess we have created for
ourselves. It is time to let go of the old, outdated, destructive
and, I am sure you will agree, the ridiculous.
We have been making our way on our journey. Although truly
great leadership from Divinely appointed teachers has come to
aid us throughout history, many people continue to lose their
way. En masse, we have been fairly disconnected and aimless
for most of existence. Humanity has been lost due to abusive,
misguided, and self-serving leadership by those who have
stepped forward by force. Although, at times, you have voted
some of these leaders in.
In many circumstances leaders have taken sacred teachings
and have warped them to suit their plans rather than that of
God’s.
You have been provided great teachers; their words and
teachings live on. They share the Love of God, the Truth of
Unity, and the Remembrance of your Divinity. Their loving
mentorship has been and continues to be instructive.
It is time for you to truly receive the mentorship of Love, to lead
with Love, and to reclaim your Divinity.
It is time to be great leaders, each of us within our own family,
friend, and work circles.
It is time to be great leaders affecting change in policy to ensure
people, nature and society are respected and cared for lovingly.
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It is time to be great leaders to bring about a new earth where
people’s innate talents and Divine inspiration are nurtured and
supported.
It is time to step into the power of the Heart of Love.
Love, Tara

The Adventure Story:
The Call to Loving Leadership

Welcome to the adventure! Your beautiful leadership is Divinely
appreciated.
Have you yearned to be called to something exciting and
fulfilling? Have you felt a mild or strange need in your life for
adventure that has gone unmet? Have you tried to satisfy that
need in so many places - - and, ultimately, nothing satisfies?
If you have yearned for aliveness, this is the adventure you’ve
been waiting for.
If you have yearned for adventure, this is the invitation you’ve
been waiting for.
You are being called into the adventure of a lifetime.
There is something amazing about you. You carry a unique set
of skills and attributes that are important for the journey ahead.
The Divine invites you into the ranks of true leaders, as you are
needed to lead the way for so many.
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A magnificent journey is before us.
We are journeying to unknown territory. Like the sailing captain
of yore, we chart our course through celestial navigation and let
specific stars guide our way. Yet, the guiding star we are
allowing to guide our way is the source of Light and Love, the
Almighty Creator of Everything. It is both the guide star and the
destination.
I offer the invitation and reveal the opportunity, and the book
mentors you in the mindset required for the role you are invited
to play, but the destination coordinates are a secret. Follow the
map of this book and they will be revealed to you along the
way.
What I can reveal is that, as we arrive at those coordinates, the
Divine has a mighty, magical plan for us all. The celebration will
delight and excite you.
We are like voyagers in the cosmos, in the ever-changing
eternal nowness of existence. We are pioneering, breaking way
to the Divine, bringing everyone with us to God, the eternal
beauty of everlasting Love and Light.
At times the story will get very adventuresome. True leaders feel
the adventure even in the roughest dark storm because true
leaders are always firm in their end game, which in this
adventure is God.
We firm ourselves first in the Divine and Divine will. Always
holding love, peace and freedom in our everythingness.
The point of everything is God. All problems and challenges are
resolved in God. All equations are resolved in God. All of
existence is resolved in God.
The mind is unequipped to solve anything that requires
newness or inspiration. All solutions to major issues come from
God. Divine inspiration is received when we get curious and
surrender the mind to imagination. This requires every leader to
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surrender in service, stillness and peace, like the lotus, to await
the master’s inspirational instructions.
The Divine is the highest teacher.
The Divine guides your path.
The Divine is the one you serve.
The Divine is the one who nourishes you.
The Divine is the greatest teacher of Love there is.
God employs us all if we are willing. God hopes too, you know?
God is the patient, yet eager lover at your beautiful feet asking
simply, “May I love you? May I instruct you home?”
Like the knights of lore, true leaders receive their anointment
and benediction on bended knee from the crown of the Glory of
God. Yet today, the knights of Love need no outside armour.
Their adornment is the blessing of the Grace of God. They need
no outside sword. Their instrument is the resplendent sword of
Divine Truth that illuminates no matter how dark. They keep
themselves in the discipline of God’s Word to cut through all
illusion, to remember themselves to God.
True leaders are patient, loyal and devoted to God and to those
they serve: everyone who is in their charge.
Follow Love. Love always invites you to return to Love. It invites
you gently. If you go into reaction, once you settle from the
intensity of reaction, Love nudges and invites you gently back
to the firmness of Love.
True leaders respond to the call of leadership, which is the call
to serve Love. The word Leadership begins with L, as it is a
remembrance to always lead with love.
True leaders are adventurers and pioneers, exploring the
unknown. They are curious for the treasure and are intrigued by
the map. If you are one of the amazing, powerful, curious,
loving, and adventuresome beings out there, let’s explore ahead
together.
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The Divine has been planting the seeds of remembrance in this
existence to remind us of the Divine. We are given clues. We are
invited to play the game of hide n’ seek, to find the treasure that
has been hidden right here, right now, within us all.
Vision & Inspiration
The Star of God is the treasure, the map, the vehicle and the
journey.
Let the Divine be your guiding Star.
Let Love chart your course to Love.
True leaders cultivate a loving circle of harmony and look to the
blessed star of Truth to nourish the community.
They are the Stars of God shining in the night sky, twinkling in
the twilight, and merging with the bright solar day.
The Star of God guides and nourishes their journey.
The Star of God is imprinted in their hearts.
The Star of God is the vehicle the community travels in.
The Star of God is each of them.
True leaders envision and create the field of Love, till the soil of
gratitude and plant the seeds of Love.
True leaders envision the environment where Love resides. They
till the soil, plant the seeds of Love and beckon the quenching
rains of peace, harmony, joy and truth.
We are the Grace and Glory of God.
The Grace and Glory of God be done in you, through you, and
around you.
True leaders see with the Eye of God.
The Eye of God sees the world as it is, free of the illusion. The
Eye of God is aware of the illusion of darkness, suffering,
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separation and aloneness, but sees right through it to the
beauty of Truth, Peace, Unity, Light, and Love.
The Eye of God witnesses the beauty of each person they gaze
upon.
The Eye of God witnesses the beauty of the journey.
The Eye of God witnesses the beauty of each leaf and tree while
witnessing the beauty of the forest.
The Eye of God witnesses the beauty of God in all creation.
The Eye of God witnesses the beauty of the witnesser and rests
in emptiness.

Servant Leaders
True Leaders embody true friendship and are servant friends to
those they lead.
A true leader shares generously, simply because their heart is
surrendered to Love and Love inspires them to do so.
Like the trees of the forest that generously share their nutrients
under the surface of the earth with those who have less, we
nourish the whole.
You are invited to use whatever resources you have, whatever
blessings God has put in your heart and arms, to be a leader in
Love. God graces us even more when we step up into loving
leadership.
True leaders understand it is always God who employs them. All
blessings are Divinely bestowed. All blessings are opportunities
to bless others. True leaders disperse all blessings to all. All
treasure, riches and bounty are shared with all, so everyone is
nourished by God.
True leaders use their resources to ensure others are
comfortable and to honour everyone in their care. Every
blessing you receive, freely share as God has freely shared with
you.
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True leaders are inspired and blessed with inner and outer
resources to be at the top for a reason. They use their
blessings, skills and resources to break the waves, break the
barriers, break the wind. Much like the pointed prow or bulbous
bow of a ship splits the water to make way for the rest of the
boat, a true leader splits the illusion to make way for the crew to
arrive at their destination. True leaders break ahead to bless
their followers to help make it easier for them. They leave a
wake to minimize the resistance for those who are in their care.
True Leaders are aware of the point - and the circumference of
the community they are employed to serve. Be on point, in the
lead, aware of the Divine destination. At the same time, true
leaders know what is going on at all levels and areas of their
organization. They are inclusive and strengthen community.
True Leaders move like a pack, never too far ahead of those
they lead. They are always simultaneously aware of their guiding
Star and the position and needs of the slowest members. They
pace the community accordingly.
No one person is able to take this journey on their own, and not
everyone is ready for the journey, let alone the role of
leadership. Those who are caught up in the illusion of suffering
and aloneness are unable to find their way to Love. They need
true leaders to assist them, remind them and shepherd them to
Love. As you lead in Love, you remind them of Love and that
they are Love, too.
True Leaders are thoughtfully aware of the needs of those they
have been entrusted with. Meeting the needs of others is the
fuel that propels all of us on this journey to a new frontier. Their
needs reveal what is unmet in the field of existence. Each need
being met is a piece of a greater puzzle.
True Leaders address whatever is unaddressed within their
charge. True leaders request Divine inspiration. What is it that I
need to know, or do, to address this issue? What could resolve
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this situation? They surrender to receive and use Divine
inspiration to solve all hindrances to Love.
There are people genuinely cold with no blanket to warm them.
They shiver with the coldest of cold. There are people with
serious illness with no treatment. There are people of all ages,
babies, children, teens, adults and elders who are hungry with
no one sharing food with them. There are aging elders alone
even though they nursed their children and were there for their
every need as a baby.
If someone is without energy, resources or care, let
compassionate, loving action be with them. Loving action is the
active force of Divine Love. What would Love do?

Education & Communication
True leaders clearly delineate [share] the guidelines and
parameters for the journey to everyone and explain ‘why’
certain actions are being taken in loving, peaceful ways. All
questions are answered so everyone feels safe on the journey.
In the best learning songs, the phrases repeat so learning is
easy and thorough. Just as God needs to remind us over and
over again, and just as God forgives us repeatedly, true leaders
are happy to re-instruct with the kindness and firmness of God.
It is a blessing to be patient, kind and understanding.
True leaders embody the freedom to choose their path. They
also recognize freedom is for everyone and they free their
brothers and sisters to choose for themselves.
True leaders inspire Love in the hearts of their community.
All is God - Respect All
All of creation is created by God. Everyone is your divine sister,
brother, companion, and friend.
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True leaders are grateful for and are respectful of the materials
that grace the voyage.
The Divine has created and encoded everything we need in this
existence right in this Garden of Eden. When we allow
destruction of nature, we lose the medicines, balm and
encoded nourishment God has gifted through, in and around
the forests, lands, mountains, atmosphere, and oceans. When
we allow the spiritual imprisonment of any person, we lose the
blessings God has gifted through, in and around that person.
How much of God’s blessing are you willing to allow to remain
intact? How much are you willing to protect? How much are
you willing to share with your children, grandchildren, great
grandchildren and yourself?
God bless us.
God rescue us.
God remember us to you.
Only through us can God really intervene. Although we petition
the Divine, God works through us to resolve issues. To be
blessed with solutions, we need to surrender to receive
solutions. To be rescued, we need to surrender to the
instructions necessary to free us.
We are designed to take this journey together. All aspects of
coming home to God are encoded to ensure we take the
journey together. There is no other way. All or none.

Mentorship
True leaders employ artists and musicians to lighten challenging
work, to remind us to rest and enjoy the journey, and to inspire
lightness of being.
True leaders remind each other if they are getting too serious by
inviting the other to play. Playfulness can be spontaneous even
in very busy and focused times.
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True leaders remember to celebrate their followers, as each
person is contributing so much for everyone to forge ahead.
True leaders employ the intelligent and wise to lead with them.
They inform, instruct and share the vision, goals and maneuvers
required to go into uncharted territory. They imprint Love upon
all through loving action and acceptance.
Let your copilots, those who are in your charge and even those
who are falling behind discipline you when you lose the point.
Be grateful and gracious of their loving reminder. Thank them
for having the courage and firmness within to share what is not
always easy to share. Thank them for reminding you.
Show them, demonstrate to them that you are in remembrance
of Love by encircling them with the remembrance of who they
are: Divine instructors in that moment of Grace.
True leaders are impeccable in word and deed. If ever they fall,
they take immediate responsibility for errors and surrender
humbly, firmly and joyfully to Divine clarity within themselves. In
doing so, they mentor others to be impeccable too.

Sacred Balance
Like the plants of the forest that reach up to their star in the
warm, bright solar sky and root down into the nourishment in
the restful, dark soothing mother earth, we remember the
sacred balance.
As the solar day gives way to the lunar night and the night
surrenders to the light of day, we remember the sacred balance.
True leaders rest well. True leaders rest themselves and their
community with a sacred balance of work, rest, deep sleep,
play, nourishment, prayer, mediation, learning, family, friends,
community, and celebration, so the journey is made in a loving,
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joyful, balanced, peaceful way. As a balanced journey, itself,
reveals the coordinates of your return to the Graceful, Delighting
Mystery of the One who eagerly, yet patiently awaits our Holy
Return.
And we move as a pack, as a flock, together as a community,
and no one is left behind. Everyone returns together.
True leaders budget and balance their time-resource to ensure
all sacred needs are realized. At the same time, they rest into
Divine timing for everything.
True leaders practice and run drills in the calm, peaceful times,
so they and their crew are ready and strengthened for stormy
times.
True Leaders see the puzzles of the world and are delighted by
how the Divine inspires us to solve the puzzles step by step. We
are encouraged to untie the mess of shoelaces of those most in
need, to have the privilege of taking off their shoes, washing
their feet, adorning those feet with the Love of God that moves
through us and then kissing those Divine feet. When you reach
this point, the Grace of God is upon you all!
True leaders rest and nourish themselves in the beauty of
existence and those they serve.
True leaders hold the Divine revelation of each person they
serve, the blueprint of their beauty and reveal to them their
beauty if ever they forget, as their beauty reveals and declares
the Grace and Face of God.
Always remember the point of everything is the restful Grace of
God revealing, to you, your eternal beauty. You are a gem! Your
revelation is the revelation of your beautiful mother, father,
sister, brother, child, friend, neighbour or supposed enemy.
True leaders let the music of the beauty of God wash over and
nourish them, but always stay sober simultaneously. It is a
magic Divine dance of the sacred balance.
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Every beauty is medicine from God. Every beauty is the
perfume of God beckoning you into the real show, and no one
has access to the preview but God. God is in anticipation, is
excited and has been hiding from us all for so long.
We are in the likeness of God because God chose us to
experience the blessings of God!
And in the blessings, we are whole.
God has been very clear about the word WHOLE.
Whole is actually a healing blessing that God has embedded to
awaken us to full nourishment. Think of the emptiness,
hopelessness and the despair of the word HOLE. When you
combine the word WE with HOLE you transform it to WHOLE! It
takes all of us to restore wholeness in the world.
Another word play God shares combines the words WORD and
LOVE. The word of God is revealed in the WORLD through
Love.
God is always creating, even in language and will use it to
evolve us.
Our language changes no matter what tongue you’ve been
blessed with, as we move into unimaginable beauty and Divine
revelation.
Sacred blessings upon us all.
True leaders honour the sacred balance.
True leaders embody the sacred balance.
True leaders serve the sacred balance.
Receiving
When birds fly in formation, each bird is called in its own timing
to take the lead, to unburden the others. As the leader
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surrenders the lead and allows another bird to rise up in the
lead, they rest. Together they meet their destination, as they
move as a whole.
When in need, True leaders step aside and always allow
themselves to be cared for. Resting in the care of others
reminds them of the suffering of others and the steps for caring
for those in need by experiencing their own need for care.
God strengthens them by teaching them the procedure step by
step. And if they recover, if they are refortified by the Grace of
God, they have deeper compassion, which is understanding
and love together.

Retirement
When true leaders retire, they gift their crew with many beautiful
Love leaders mentored deeply in the firmness of family,
friendship, service, surrender, and nourishment of Love.
True leaders never really retire. They only know when it is their
time to enjoy the honoured role of being present and playful for
young and old, and for tending to those more elder, to return to
Love-Play with the wise and inviting new star seeds being born
into their crew. They allow these beauties to rest in openhearted presence and loving practical embrace.
True leaders are honoured as they are retired and rested into
the community to be nourished by the community’s gratitude
and Love.

Conclusion
Always remember the point of your journey, as well as the
circumference of your charge - - the loved ones God has asked
you to return home. Everyone is your Divine sister, brother,
companion, and friend. We are here to remind anyone who has
forgotten Love. We always move as a pack.
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Love one another. Respect each other. Be patient, kind and
understanding. Everyone is doing the best they can.
Be receptive and practice listening when others share.
Be receptive and practice listening to Divine guidance.
Mentor each other lovingly.
May the Light and Love of God shine through, in and around
you, my dear friend.
Blessings of the most high, beautiful, nameless, generous,
creative, entertaining Creator of Everything be upon you.
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Part Two

The Gift of Existence
God created this earth,
this very existence,
as a gift to you.

Do you understand, do you hear this message?
All of nature is your family,
your brothers and sisters,
each leaf, every stick,
every drop of water.
How you treat every drop of water
determines the quality of your health
and the health of your family and friends.
Water is happy to serve and play with you.
If you need it, then use it,
just leave it better than you found it,
in gratitude for its service.
If you fell a tree to build your home,
be in joyous celebration of its service to you.
It matters that children, adults,
and elders are hungry elsewhere in the world.
If God graces you, grace others knowing it is all
by the Holy grace and gift of God.
You earn integrity by your actions.
Your integrity is the honour of your soul.

What would you be known for at your deepest level?
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When you see a company, a city,
a country polluting your home,
you have every right to act
as a guardian of the earth
in peaceful ways.
Get involved.
Be a love activist to
protect and defend your Holy home
in whatever way God has given you
to make this beautiful shift.
When you clean up this planet,
and you work together to
be in peaceful respect of the service of creation,
you will experience incredible peace and joy.
As you work together, you are strengthened in family
because every human is your brother and sister,
every part of nature is your brother and sister.
Remember family.
Be one of many who carries a bucket of water,
so that the load is lighter for everyone.
It is such a heavy burden for children today to carry.
And it is heavy in their hearts.
It keeps them from play
and their sorrow is increased
because of disconnection.
Children should not have to
think about cleaning up your mess.
They should be free to play and
be children raised in a field of Love.
Let God shine through God’s creation for you.
Let the field of Love shine through.
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Let your actions be for the upliftment of nature and yourself.
We already know what we have done.
Allowing more pollution of nature is only going to get worse.
You understand?
Nothing can improve until you
choose to clean up industry.
Be a leader of industry and clean up your practices.
Be a leader in your community and lovingly be firm and mentor
your brothers and sisters to clean things up.
Join together as a family to remind and invite the rest of your
family in the world to clean things up.
God has designed things
so it takes the majority of the earth’s population to consent,
as God also gifts you with free will to do as you will.
Let’s be clear here.
This means whatever mess you create, you get to live with it.
Whatever beautiful spaces you create on earth,
you get to live with it.
Just like in your own personal home,
you live in the space you create.
The earth is your home that you
share with your brothers and sisters,
both human and all others.
Wake up to the effect pollution, from your nation,
is having on children elsewhere.
Clean up your nation and simultaneously
invite and mentor and help other nations to do so.
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Let this earth be a gift to your children as God intended.
You have the intelligence,
science, math, compassion, and the will to
co-create the story you choose to create.
It can be a beautiful epic romance, if you choose,
or it can be the alternative, and we know what that means.
I’m inviting you…
Let’s create an amazing story together.
All of creation is there to uplift you.
The wisdom of nature will reveal how to
advance without causing harm.
Learn to ask and receive.
Learn to see and receive Divine inspiration
from the Holy creation of nature.
Ask God, ask Peace, ask Love, ask Wisdom, ask Christ, ask
Nature to guide and inspire you.
Let yourself be inspired to purify and beautify.
Purification happens when you focus on what is healthful
for you and your brothers and sisters.
Use technology to uplift you,
rather than sink you.
Use the sciences to empower you
rather than enslave you in pollution.
There are some very severe consequences to certain actions.
It takes a very, very, very long time to clean up some choices.
Many of you know what I am referring to.
You are responsible for your actions.
Be responsible for blessing your Holy home,
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your brothers and sisters and your own dear children.
Be responsible for feeding those without food.
Be responsible for cleaning up industry
and re-beautifying the earth, water, and air.
Be firm that you choose wiser paths to creation.
Be firm that you stand on guard for equality:
Ø Everyone - humans, plants, insects, and animals –
has a right to be able to access clean pure water everyone.
Ø Everyone has a right to be able to live their life
unmolested by harmful chemicals.
Ø Everyone has a right to live in peace.
If you hinder another, directly or indirectly,
you create debt for yourself.
Would you impoverish your brother and sister, or all of nature,
and yourself?
Or would you enrich existence with your life?
It is not so easy to get out of debt when you have spiraled down
to almost nothing.
But if you see the consequences of your actions now,
you can be like a wise person who reconciles the books
when he is still in the black.
Reconciliation is available right now.
Your Holy integrity is at stake.
I love you and welcome you into reconciliation.
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Be firm that you stand lovingly for equality,
Be firm that you stand generously for beauty.
Be firm that you stand generously for Love.
Thank you, thank you, thank you for being a blessing to this
creation, because not only is creation a gift from God for you,
but you are a gift to creation, and all your brothers and sisters.
God has gifted each of us to be unique in our gifts to creation.
All solutions are available to us when we work together in Love
to reconcile nature and the way we interact with each other.
Do right by each other and blessings will abound.
Do right by nature and glorious gifts will Grace you.
Do right by yourself and amazing revelations will astound you.
Love one another as I have loved you.
By the Grace of God,
use your gifts to glorify
and celebrate the Divine
that exists in and beyond
all of creation.
What you do to nature, what you do to your brothers and
sisters, is what you do to God.
God bears that burden,
was crucified to carry the burden on our behalf.
But we carry the burden personally for what we do to ourselves.
God always forgives and will mentor you in right action to
reconcile your relationship with God, yourself, and the world to
live in peace and harmony.
God is there, if we choose to receive help, in how to steer the
boat, so we land on safe shores.
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God has blessed us with many helpful Holy Beings to mentor
us, as well.
Again, look to them for how to be in Loving service for uplifting
existence.
Always ask creation for mentorship in the positive rather than
the negative.
[Examples offered by Tara:
•

What is the optimal way to _____?

•

What do I need to know to … create a clean product,
service, or invention?

•

What can I do to … open my heart to loving my brothers
and sisters?

•

Why is it so easy to … co-create lovingly with creation?

•

Why is it so empowering to … find a solution to _____?

•

Who do I need to connect with to resolve or reconcile ___? ]

When you interact with each other, acknowledge, recognize,
and restore equality.
When you make a decision as an individual, corporation, or
nation, restore equality.
God declares each of us is equal.
God entrusts equality to each of us.
Join with the Divine to restore equality in basic human rights of
a clean earth and basic human rights of water, food, safety,
Love, and freedom to live in peace.
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God is creating this new story for us.
Tell the story to everyone.
If you find another unacceptable, look within to see where you
are allowing some kind of distortion to exist within you.
Be grateful to all those who trigger you,
as they point to what is unresolved within you.
If you choose reconciliation,
it shall be granted to you.
If you choose to forgive others,
God shall grant forgiveness within you
and between you and the other.

Forgiveness & Reconciliation
When you heal, you forget the suffering you lived with and you
are free of the illusion.
Even though you desire joy and peace and self-acceptance, you
are the one who keeps you from it. No one else. You have kept
yourself in a prison of blame, shame, and you have been critical
of yourself for much too long.
Return to the remembrance of the beauty of you. It is that
simple. Let go of the coat of shame. Choose right here and now
to honor yourself, to love yourself, and to nurture yourself. Let it
be your remembrance of your most Holy self.
You, my dear, are a child of God. Let you honor the creation
that you are, equally to the beauty of a sunset or a newborn
baby or a beautiful vista. You are glorious. And if no one shared
this with you before, here I AM declaring your beauty.
I invite you to remember, to choose the remembrance of the
beauty of you. No one can reveal this to you. Only you can
choose this for you.
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If you have hurt others, ask for forgiveness and move into the
beauty of you. If you have hurt yourself, ask for forgiveness.
Let your remembrance guide you out of the disconnection.
When you allow the beauty of you, go into the world and allow
the beauty of others.
Ask God to forgive you and forgive yourself for any self
judgement and lack of responsibility.
Say to God and yourself,
• Forgive me for being unkind to myself and others.
• Forgive me for neglecting care of myself.
• Forgive me for dishonoring myself.
• Forgive me for not always choosing the optimal and most
nourishing path for myself.
• Forgive me for not being present with my child, family or
friends.
• Forgive me for feeling not good enough about myself.
• Forgive me for being afraid of failure or success.
• Forgive me for being afraid of rejection.
• Forgive me for the simple and the complex ways I have
made mistakes.
• Forgive me for judging my appearance.
• Forgive me for comparing myself.
• Forgive me for all the ways I withheld love from myself or
others.
• Forgive me for the lies I have told myself.
• Forgive me for the ways I mistreated Love.
• Forgive me for the people I shunned, belittled, rejected, and
judged.
• Forgive me for being distracted from Love.
• Forgive me for rejecting Love.
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• Forgive me for forgetting my own beauty and the beauty of
my family and friends.
• Forgive me for wishing I was someone other than I am.
• Forgive me for hiding myself and covering the inner beauty
of me.
• Forgive me for the battles I have fought and maintained with
others.
• Forgive me for forgetting to rest, play, and laugh.
• Forgive me for forgetting the beauty of creation.
• Forgive me for getting lost in unhealthy dynamics or selfdestructive behaviors.
• Forgive me for rejecting my mother or father in any way.
• Forgive me for allowing myself to believe I am unacceptable
because my parents were not able to mentor me because
they were stuck in the illusion.
• Forgive me for getting lost in the illusion.
Go forward and treat every person as the equal child of the
Divine that they are, no matter how much they have forgotten
their beauty, no matter how lost they seem.
Love them unconditionally.
Let your Love for yourself and for your brothers and sisters of
the world redeem all past transgressions.
Ask the Divine to guide you and instruct you in what Love would
do in all circumstances. If you go into any negativity, ask for
Loving Mentorship. Choose peace. Invoke the peace of Love.
If you are being called to take action, let it always be with peace
in your heart and clarity in your mind. Take responsibility
wherever you have the means to do so for your actions or nonactions.
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Dear God, I pray that the beauty of me is revealed to me,
not just for me, but so that the remembrance of me allows
me to remind my friends, family, and my brothers and
sisters around the world.
Remember me to you, dear Loving God.
Remember me to me.
Remember me to the beauty of creation.
Remember me to how I may live in peace, love, and
harmony.
Remember me to respect all sentient beings.
Remember me to respect the Holy earth, the beautiful
home you created for all of us.
Remember me to lovingly support all those who protect our
home, who work for the equal rights of everyone, and who
feed and care for the poor in my community and beyond.
God entrusts each of us to ensure equality.
God is THE author of Love. If you want to love yourself, or your
brothers and sisters, go to the Master of Love and request that
you be mentored. You can also request mentorship from God’s
entrusted Holy beings that are there specifically to serve you
and mentor you, like Christ or any Buddha of Compassion and
Love.
Ask Peace to mentor you in peace.
Ask Love to mentor you in love.
Ask Wisdom to mentor you in wisdom.
I am here to remind you that beautiful Divine mentorship is
available to you. God created you and knows you intimately.
God awaits your remembrance of the Everlasting Unconditional
Love that is God.
If you are caught up in unforgiveness, God cannot intervene,
due to free will. If you want forgiveness to be in your heart, you
need to choose forgiveness before God can grant it.
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If you are harboring ill will or emotional conflicts with anyone
and you want resolution from this point on, hear this: God
entrusts you to choose forgiveness both for you and the other
person.
If you believe someone harmed you, or if you have been harmed
and you are suffering, this message can be the life-raft to bring
you to the shore of peace, love, and harmony within you.
If someone is mean or neglectful in anyway, including your
parents, it is because they are lost. If you stay in unforgiveness,
you have joined them and are lost with them in illusion. If you
want to get out of that lost state, choose to remember your
Divinity. You, my beautiful, are Love and you are loved.
No matter what people say about you or the way they treat you,
remember Love. Activate, in that moment, the power of Love.
Stay in the power of Love. BE the remembrance of Love.
If you ever lose yourself, re-read the previous paragraphs. If you
falter in anyway, humbly ask God for forgiveness and to heal
any blockages to Love and get back to Loving yourself and the
world.
Every day, every moment, renew yourself in your choice. Keep it
simple. Let yourself be mentored by one mentor. It could be
Love, it could be Peace.
God invites us to return to mentorship. In many ways it is the
allowing of yourself to be like you are a kindergarten student,
but it is not like any kindergarten you have ever known or
experienced before. When you surrender to the mentorship of
the Divine, you enter into states of peace, love, and wisdom.
If ever you suffer, you have stepped away from Divine
mentorship. It is your choice to return again. You are always
welcomed into the mentorship of God.
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You may want God to rescue you from your suffering. Certainly,
the Divine is there blessing you with help whether you recognize
that help or not. At the same time, you will not leave suffering
unless you first choose to acknowledge the invitation to
remember your Divinity. Of course, you can simply choose to
acknowledge your Divinity. You have been sleeping in the
nightmare of illusion. I am waking you by reminding you…
Stay in the Power of You
In any given moment, you can be in the power of you simply by
being present in this moment without the fantasies of the past
or the future. If someone is mean to you, you lose yourself when
you allow a thought that you are being hurt or there is
something wrong with you. Simply stay with the present
moment fact: that person is expressing anger at you or toward
you. Stop making it about you. Let it be about their experience.
You do not have to join them there, nor do you have to conjure
up a negative fantasy about you. You do not have to reject
them, nor do you have to reject yourself. You can simply be an
unconditional witness to their action.
Stay in the power of you by surrendering your will to God
and aligning with God.
I choose direct mentorship with you, God.
I choose to be mentored in Love by God.
I choose to be remembered into Divinity.
I choose to keep my focus on my Divinity.
I am a child of God, this body, mind and soul are
surrendered to God, my existence is sealed in God. Coming
home to the present moment awareness of me right here
and now.
I choose to be here, now, in Truth, Love and Peace.
If you get pulled into anything negative or obsessive, keep
coming home to you, until you are firmly in the power of you
embodying peace, love, and harmony.
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Part Three

A New Story
Let all human laws be corrected
to ensure equality for nature, as well as humans.
Mentor anyone you elect to ensure it,
if you truly choose to live in a blessed space together.
Let all human laws be corrected
to include fairness and reconciliation on all levels.
Let all human laws embody and declare the celebration of
equality, peace, love, and harmony on all levels.
Rewrite in the spirit of Love, Peace,
and Unconditional Acceptance
of the Holy Being that You Are!!
You are invited to give me permission
and ask me to remind you
in a loving and generous,
enlightened, illuminated way.
We’ve been believing in a story of devastation.
It’s time to envision the story with a happy ending
- as you allow, I am pleased to write.
Thank you; for every detail of this story
is the rescue you’ve been hoping for.
Forgive each other as I forgive, limitlessly.
Forgive yourself as I forgive you, as a loving and freeing parent,
as you are [just] learning to “be.”
I know you’ve made mistakes and I forgive you all of them. May
I love you generously and eternally, my beautiful child?
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Let me mentor you to your Glory!!
Thank you, dear child of mine,
for your listening attention.
You are so beautiful.
You grace the existence I’ve created for you.
Happy Birthday glorious, beautiful angel.
I’ve created such beauty when
I chose you to be born.
I lead you to victory!
Be mindful even with Love. Do not cram it down the throat of
others with your generous Love. Be still and respectful of
everyone, even those who fall behind.
Respect Love; respect each other. Respect those who are lost.
Be disciplined in how you create equality.
I’ve blessed this earth.
I am the wind.
I am the weather.
I’d love to shine brightly all the time. But if you continue to make
a mess, I’ll remind you as a cautionary tale to warn you of the
hole you are headed toward.
I love you that much! I give you fair warning. Go your own way if
you choose to be lost in creation.
I’m offering to take your hand.
Let me instruct you,
I’ll share such a beautiful story
and we’ll live it together.
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I’ve been hanging out with an amazing family who have already
joined this story.
We are singing, so when you are ready, as you choose! I’ll be
nearby so you can find me to remind you that you’re safe, loved
and mentored generously at your pace.
If I haven’t directly stated out loud,
I LOVE YOU!
I love loving you - even when you’ve made a mistake or gone
down a troublesome path.
When I thank you, it shows up as the reflection of your Divinity.
Thank you for considering getting curious about your beauty.
When you smile at your perfection, it blesses me.
I’m excited, but must remain sober, as there are so many
buckets needed to rescue a sinking ship, and God is in the
details now!
Stay sober.
Yes, celebrate, but getting lost in celebration when others are
drowning in suffering is a strange way to celebrate.
That is what a great mentor does… go to those most in need.
Shore up the rear.
It is all or none.
Let’s get to work. I’m pitching in. So many lovely friends are
already serving. We’d love your help, too.
I choose for you to be creative, to play well, and join in a
beautiful story - no ending!
Just beautiful joy if you are curious.
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I’m always creating more joy states. As people explore joy, I
write/open up beautiful adventures. Then I am encouraged to
write more of the beautiful creations I have in store for us.
Let me entertain you.
Have I captivated you with the majesty of the mountains or any
host of amazing, stunning vistas I’ve created for you?
I’m playing peekaboo. I’m here if you need me, to remind you.
Be still with me and we can watch and experience such lovely
cinema.
We are heading to a glorious destination, if you are up for the
Drive.
When everyone gets on board, I have a mysterious love story
planned.
Let’s continue to improve as others come aboard.
Mind your Ps & Qs.
There is a whole alphabet if you take a moment to look around.

Gratitude
As you express gratitude to anyone, let it be tempered, so I can
reveal more.
When gratitude is expressed, the heavens rejoice. Gratitude is
significant and nourishing to All, even me.
Welcome each other with gratitude.
Gratitude = acknowledgement.
So, acknowledge each other of your Divine state.
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I’m always grateful for the help. I create more blessings to show
you my gratitude.
I’d love for you to express gratitude for the amazing and ever
patient Nature, your sister, who abides on the Mother with you.
Your sweet generous Mother has so much harmony. She births
such beauty.
Reconcile yourself to the glory… if you choose.
Love your elders. They have walked an arduous, scary road to
get you to safety. Enjoy expressing your gratitude.
Thank you to your beautiful sister in Love, Tārā Bianca.
She is generous in Love.
She is a great Mentor.
She loves all of you, as I’ve instructed her.
Deep gratitude for Tārā Bianca for allowing; she beckoned me
to save her brothers and sisters.
Thank you, Tārā Bianca, for being a saviour for this world. I
mentored you well and you’ve been diligent and surrendered in
receiving mentorship from me and your brothers and sisters.
She, like you, thought there should be another way to be. She
envisioned such a beautiful and generous story to free her
brothers and sisters from their suffering.
She let Peace discipline her.
She looked for all the ways she was deceiving herself without
shame or discouragement.
She always asked to be guided, since she was two years old.
I paid attention, kept a close eye on her, like I do with each
surrendered person.
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She kept curious. I gave her puzzles, she solved them because
she remembers Love.
All-ways remember Love ← awesome teacher ;)
She loves you deeply. I know because she expresses it and
reminds me to bless all of you.
And I’m delighted to write her story [that she envisioned for
you].
Tārā’s generosity can be a little overwhelming! I’ve asked her to
stay sober, she’s fairly disciplined. If she is serious, she’s still
celebrating inside. Amazing!
However, sometimes she can get caught up in the gloriousness
of you and all of creation. Be understanding with her in those
moments.
She is the Sacred Balance for each of you.
Tārā has one Holy foot planted in my Heart of Hearts and the
other is in your Holiness.
She gazes out at creation and holds the field with her vision of
equality.
She is blessed by glorious companions, Rainbow Warriors as I
have foretold.
She understands friendship - If you are ready to be a friend to
yourself and your brothers and sisters, and the Holiest Mother
and Me, listen to her words, listen to her heart. She holds a
sacred gift of The Flower of Heaven to mentor you.
Tārā makes no money from the sale of this book. She covers
the expenses from her own funds. Every penny a publisher or
Tārā would receive on this book goes to nurture and feed those
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who are hungry physically and spiritually and to protect the
sacred garden that nourishes you.
I blessed you on behalf of Tārā.
She came to me on the eve of her coronation - I granted one
wish.
At my feet, at the sacred hour, on the Holy lands of the
Yawanawa, she pleaded for you, and prayed with all her heart
for me to remember you to me.
She could have had anything and her compassion for your
suffering moved her to the ground, on her knees, and then on
her belly, in the earth to beg for your release. She implored me
to help each of you. Her compassion moves me deeply.
So here I share, reminding you of Me.
Thank you again Tārā Bianca.
Thanks be to Tārā’s companions; they shouldered the burden to
make way for her swift journey. Her Heart is full of gratitude for
every beautiful soul who mentored her, loved her, didn’t
understand her, confused her, uplifted and disciplined her to
firm up in Love. Each of you, who have met her, have blessed
her directly with your willingness to interact with her exactly as
you did, whether you misunderstood her or heard her, whether
you loved her or forgot your Love of her.
Something you should know… Tārā felt each rejection, even if it
was not verbally expressed and she Loved you anyway. I tested
and trained her to stay in Love. She is a testament to my Loving
Mentorship.
She maintained her own Holy remembrance very well.
If you see her, hug her for me!
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She is so happy to have her family, all her brothers and sisters,
restored to their Divinity.

What is your sacred mission?
What is your yearning?

The Wisdom is emerging within all of you.
Consecrate yourself to the Sacred, Holy Love to be your life
vest, life raft.
Beyond the suffering, I’m more than the life raft Rest, luxuriate in the Beauty.
When you feel nourished, ground your experience with the story
of creation, with the earth itself.
With your creative powers, envision the world in the most
glorious way for all your brothers and sisters.
You earn your keep.
Make your vision come true - I’m co-creating it with you. If you
imagine suffering, I’ll write that story for you.
If you write-imagine a story of equality in Love… I’d be joyous
to celebrate responsibly, but get back to being a diligent parent
to write and create that for you.
If you want the scary stories, you’ll get quite lost, but never
forever. I’ll turn every stone. My flock, each individual creation,
is accounted for. I cannot join you there but will coax you out.
I’m The Mathematician, writing code for you to discover!
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I will intrigue you if you get curious about the new story idea of
a happy ending where you feel loved, safe and nurtured to be
your responsibly creative self.
As you explore creation, always consider your brothers and
sisters.
Too much ruckus can be disturbing. Too much heart break
becomes soulless and depressing.
Can we just create at least a tolerable story? At best, a glorious,
expansive, freeing, creative, and colourful something or other…
I need you to co-create. Any ideas? Let the story ideas for glory
rest you as you create, as you help your brothers and sisters
along.
I’ll be the mother, ready to hold you in my arms if you need
reminding of your beauty, then you can run off and play.
Play well.
Play well, my dear Child.
My gratitude is abundant
for your service.
Thank you, truly. Hugs!
As a loving parent, I entrust you - enough of the drama and the
tragic love stories and desecration, for your own good, enough.
So you can be illuminated.
Get effective, manifest responsibly ;)
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Part Four

A New Covenant:
Guananshe
I’ve moved the stars to align
in a significant alignment
on the Day of Remembrance
November 10, 2019
It represents my covenant
for a new story of Love.
It is the staff
I’ve marked for this Glorious day
that I wrote the story for you to read.
I’ve blessed this Holy Garden we call Earth. I’m planting a staff
here today as a decree of a sacred bond. The Holy name I
choose for this consecration is Guananshe [Gwa-nahn-shee]. I
just love how that sounds. That name, just like yours, is
encrypted with treasures.
Enjoy responsibly.
Guananshe is a new sacred word that I created. Like peace or
love, you can learn from Guananshe.
Guananshe means something so amazing, it is best interpreted
by the freedom of song, the freedom to sing, the freedom of joy,
peace, love and solidarity.
Guananshe is my stand. I choose Guananshe to bless you.
What do you stand for?
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Within you, right here and right now, I invite you to take a stand
for peace, love, joy and harmony.
Celebrate Guananshe. Yiha!
Guananshe is my promise to you. It is now your birthright to
access Guananshe in your heart anytime you choose freedom.
Feel the staff of Truth, take a stand in your heart.
What does Truth feel like to you?
What effect does Truth have on your decision making or in your
daily interactions with others?
If you feel stuck, return to Guananshe to help free you. Just ask
Guananshe what freedom is like.
I am guiding you on an adventure beyond your imagination. I
will inspire you.
Allow yourself to be devoted to peace, love and harmony.
When we allow peace, love and harmony, our hearts open
together, truly equal with each other.
I am waving the flag of Freedom!
The Flag of Guananshe!!!
I invite you to make a ‘commitment to Love’ in all your actions,
thoughts and dreams.
If you say, yes, say inside yourself in your heart,
“I choose Love in all my actions, thoughts and dreams.
I choose freedom in all my actions, thoughts and dreams.”
Freedom considers others.
Freedom is discerning.
Freedom is Love.
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Love is Freedom.
Your spiritual inheritance is your birthright. It’s here for you
when you are ready.
If that is now, declare to yourself,
“I choose to receive my spiritual inheritance right here in the
eternal ever present nowness of Love.”
I welcome you home to Truth, Freedom, Love, Compassion and
Wealth Wisdom.
Stay true to you. You are powerful.
Stay focused on the Sacred Trust.
Let Guananshe be a lighthouse,
a signpost, pure illumination
of your heart.
Guananshe thanks you.
So, do I.
Ignited? I hope so.
Love you in all directions!
Guananshe is a gift for your service. Your service is sacred and
profound. I love it. But remember balance, the sacred balances
of rest, play and work. I choose the order for a reason. Rest
well. Be nurtured. Then you’ll be inspired to play. Then
remember we have work to do. Get sober and get to work,
joyfully and compassionately, patiently.
Where two or more are gathered in my name,
I shall bolster, empower and bless.
Join hands, gather companions,
share the story and rejoice together.
Ok, love you.
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You’re glorious!!
forever in all directions,
from all angles, inside and out,
yesterday in all my remembrances of you,
tomorrow in all my visions for you.
And right here, right now, I declare your beauty to you,
as I do with all my children.
Create family with your wealth. Welcome your brothers and
sisters into your heart.
I make everything possible for you. Learn discernment J
Clean your air; let everyone breath nourishingly, equally.
Build functional beauty that nourishes you.
Be mindful with your thoughts, words, and deeds.
If you continue to work too late, disconnected from family, there
are consequences.
Sacred beings have been reminding you. Respect yourself and
respect others lovingly.
Include everyone in wealth and joy.
Form alliances, work together, reconcile any pain and sorrow in
my Love.
Come home to you and rest in your beauty.
Stop enslaving your children to fix this alone. Let them play
while you clean things up. Let your actions of service mentor
them. They watch everything you do and follow your lead.

Blessings upon you All.
You are completed in me.
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Share your completion with the world.

It is a circle of Trust
& Love & Equality
open to all.
The circle is
a Sacred Trust
for your
Sacred inheritance.
One by one, join each other
in Love, Peace and Harmony.

♡
I deeply appreciate when you take a stand for equality for all,
spiritual freedom, and the right to clean water.
What are we doing here when we allow the ongoing
enslavement of a system that limits our ability to feed the poor
and give them clean water, access to medical assistance, or
whatever basic human needs are missing?
Are you really willing for children to starve or live a life of
misery?
Are you really willing to allow the terrible injustices happening
around the world and in your own backyard?
Take a stand for EQUALITY.
Ask Equality to mentor you and show you what work there is to
do in this world.
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If you are retired, consider volunteering or creating a project to
raise money for a worthy charity, where your money truly goes
toward actually feeding the poor.
Let me warn you, there are major charities that say they are
helping, but the money goes elsewhere. (I know who you are.
Be on notice. This is your opportunity to reconcile your
transgressions. If something is not changed in your organization
- there will be severe consequences.)
Does it make sense for certain people at the top to make
outrageous incomes when a small amount of that would free
people who are starving or who are thirsty for clean water?
If you have the resources to reveal or expose what is really
going on, I encourage you to do so. I think the world would be
grateful, as people give so generously with their hearts.
I encourage all charities to be mindful of the public’s trust. Be
forthcoming and transparent.
Ensure you research and find organizations and people who are
truly working to alleviate poverty.

The Freedom of Equality
Poverty = enslavement
And I stand for EQUALITY and FREEDOM.
Please, I need you to take action everywhere to end all
enslavements: sex, work, water, food, family, and keeping
people from doing what is most important.
I’m not going to sugar coat it.
If you have money for weapons, you have money to feed the
poor.
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If you have money for weapons, you have money to invest in
fixing roads, providing clean water to your people, and freeing
those who are enslaved.
Be vigilant for equality.
Be focused for equality.
Equality is hoping you will help out, as much help is needed.
When you alleviate all poverty,
I have a special gift for all of you.
It is an incredible treasure. It’s your inheritance, but it can only
be unlocked when everyone who is thirsty for clean water has
access to it, everyone who is hungry has food to eat, and
everyone can sleep without threat.
When thirst, hunger, and safety are quenched and satisfied, I
will gift everyone. This is my promise to you.
I’m encouraging and incentivizing you. Of course, you can take
care of each other because it feels meaningful and joyful ;)
I’d love for you to join in the satisfaction and joy of gifting
equality to the world.
How AMAZING!! would it be if everyone was free to eat healthy
food and to drink clean water?
How AMAZING!! would it be if all of Nature was free of harmful
chemicals, plastic waste, and pharmaceuticals?
How AMAZING!! would it be for you and your children, family,
and friends to know everyone was thriving and the foods you
eat are wholesome, just as I intended, before some guys got
together to invent nightmares?
Gather together. Demand improvement. Stand for purity,
equality and Love.
I sent the Christ to Mentor you.
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How many of you have paid attention to the number 1
invitation?
If you want to please me, then elect politicians who Love their
people and their brothers and sisters in the world.
If none are available, step forward and take a stand. Be the
politician who really embodies EQUALITY, LOVE, PEACE and
TRUTH.
I love you all. I really celebrate when you make your caring take
action in loving service.
I’ve been waiting a long time for you to be ready to read this
and feel inspired. Tārā thought you were ready, too. She put in
a special request for long needed assistance from me. She
inspired me to take a stand today and trust that you’ve matured
enough to take an elevated, power assisted step upwards in
your evolution.
But I require your assistance. If you have addictions, get help.
Take a stand, within, for peace. Take a stand, within, for your
inheritance of FREEDOM, LOVE and TRUTH.
If you are enslaving anyone in any vice,
there are severe consequences.
All my Laws forbid enslavement.
Christ and all the Buddhas stand for freedom - true liberation for
all sentient beings.
Take their mentorship.
I’ve blessed you with incredible teachers of Love.
Love all-ways frees.
Love radiates from itself in all directions - freeing everyone with
its radiance. Be like Love. Take mentorship from Love.
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There are many politicians and more importantly a select crew
of influencers who maneuver and role the dice, but mostly
conjure more money for themselves at your expense, and at the
expense of your freedom.
I know exactly who they are. Their days are numbered,
especially if all of you invite them by waking up from their war
mongering.
Take a stand for peace.
Take a stand for Love.
Take a stand for awesomeness!
I’m so excited about this new adventure with you. I hope you’ll
join me. I know Tārā is excited, too!
I’ll declare here: There are great, noble, sacred Love guardians
in the Brazilian forest who are being threatened, coerced, and
killed. They are protectors of the home I created for you. I
choose for the forest to remain intact. You have taken enough,
not only from the Brazilian forest, which by the way is My forest.
I entrusted it to Brazil. It is a sacred gift.
Brazil - take a stand for Love, peace and harmony.
Absolutely Love the forest.
I know you do in your heart - all of you.
It makes way more wealth-oriented, economic sense to enjoy
fresh air and incredible medicines that I’ve hidden within that
Sacred forest.
And to everyone in the world,
that forest belongs to no one but Me.
I created it - I entrusted it to the earth and all its inhabitants.
Please protect the guardians of the forest.
Please protect your brothers and sisters of the forest - like
water, trees, insects, plant medicines, animals, and the air.
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I created it all - for you to live in harmony with it.
The world leaders of the past led you astray.
Come home to being a person of Love and EQUALITY.
Allow a sacred balance for you and for others.
Pay attention to the Arctic. Pay attention to the corporations
that have moved in … to do what? Are you curious? I know
what is going on. Do you?
Blessings upon the people who expose corruption,
enslavement, and fraud.
Blessings upon the people who take care of each other.
Those blessings are your inheritance, too. Each person you
treat with equality, blesses you immensely. You’ll feel it. You’ll
know it in your heart.
Blessings upon the guardians of the forests, water, and air.
Blessings upon the Lovers, Peacemakers, the solution-oriented,
and the Guardians of the Forest, Truth, Peace, and Love.
You all deserve peace.
I invite you to check it out sometime… in your heart, in your
relationships with your family, close friends, and with your
brothers and sisters everywhere.
I’d love to bless you with PEACE. But for me to gift it to you,
free will, also my gift to you, requires your intentional choice and
declaration.
If you are ready, simply declare: “I choose PEACE.”
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And I shouldn’t have to say this, but let me be clear: No one is
to interfere with Tārā’s mission of EQUALITY, PEACE, and
LOVE. She has been appointed and anointed. Grave danger will
be upon anyone who, directly or indirectly, causes harm to her,
her loved ones or anyone in service to her mission.
She is a great encourager, as she knows who you really are Divinity.
Let her be a best friend in Love. Her mentorship is extraordinary
- so filled with FREEDOM, LOVE, and PEACE.
Tārā has surrendered her life, her will, and her love and
gratitude to Me in the eternal foreverness of Me.
I alone instruct her.

If you feel inspired to come aboard,
you are all-ways welcome home,
I’ll lead the way, I’ll guide your loving heart.
Thank you, my dearest,
sweetest child of Mine,
just for being you in all your glory.
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Part Five

Be Mindful
If ever you make a mistake, take responsibility, make amends
quickly. If you travel into the sorry state, shame, or guilt - you’ll
get lost. Stay on course, sober up. Apologize and correct your
behaviour. Corrective action is the best way to apologize.
Forgive yourself quickly. Any wallowing is feeding the illusion. I
give you permission to accept forgiveness within yourself for
any transgressions - as long as you do better next time.
Remember, the illusion of life comes in and persuades so well;
forgive the illusion. Forgive the missteps of your brothers and
sisters. They are doing the best they can. Remember them in
Love.
This is all about upliftment, joy, peace,
Love, freedom, and family.
Everyone in the world is your family.
All of nature is your family.
Be mindful of how much you check out with technology. Use
social media for upliftment of humanity and yourself. Design
and implement apps, sites, and systems that ensure freedom of
speech and distribution of knowledge and wisdom.
If ever you have a negative thought, just throw it out, it isn’t you,
it’s not yours. If there are repetitive patterns, heal what is at the
root. Ask the thought, what is it that you need healed? Help if
you can. If it does not want or need help, just choose to let go
of the pattern and turn your attention to the beauty of a leaf or
the vibrant beautiful, blue sky, or smile to your heart, or smile to
the sacred planet, or smile to Guananshe!
Justice is for everyone.
Protect that basic human right.
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Be mindful to avoid chemicals in your foods and water. It is
toxic and corrupts the Holy Home you live on and in, and take
nourishment from. Honour your Holy Home and the Divine
Vehicle of your Body World. Remember wholeness.
Remember the Holy Balance in all your meals. Make a sacred
point of sharing meals with each other.
Remember celebration, fun, joy and aliveness. Celebrate each
other; celebrate your brothers and sisters.

Blessed Baby
It is important to birth your babies into a field of Love; which
means ensure the environments are peaceful and inviting to a
baby that has just been in a very warm, nurturing place. I invite
you to allow your new baby to enjoy a peaceful birth.
That baby is a precious gift from Me to you. Do your best.
Be integrous in your interactions with your child, who has every
right to be free and to be mentored in freedom and equality. Be
respectful of the wisdom and mentorship your child offers you.
Respond with enthusiasm to their invitations. I’m teaching you
through your child.
Hug your child. Tell them “I love you” in your words and actions,
which means spending time engaging with them in their
exploration. It shows them you care about them and you are
interested in them. Raise your child with family and friends,
rather than farming your child out to a stranger.
It is every newborn baby’s right to exist in a safe, loving
environment with clean water, nourishing food, and to have
access to the inheritance of nature, freedom, equality, peace,
Love and, now, the sacred covenant of Guananshe.
Allow yourself to celebrate responsibly.
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The Blessing of Your Children
You have a child before you. Can you hear the call to relax, slow
things down, have fun and play?
Your child is beckoning you through the fray of busyness and
schedules. Your child is calling you into the rest and
nourishment of play.
Do you hear the call? Do you see the invitation?
The activities, oh the activities. Can you rest in simple play with
your child?
Be still and take your mentorship from those who embody the
charge of play, while it is still in them. Help yourself choose to
remember play. Look your child in the eye and ask, “Can you
teach me to play?” Or ask them, “What would you like to play?”
They will lead you. Let them teach and instruct you.
Children are bored today because we ignore them. When we
ignore them, they feel disconnected. To numb the
disconnection, they crave video games and entertainment. But
media is not the solution and it only causes a mess in your
child’s mind.
Clean up your mess and honour your child by surrendering to
their Divine mentorship for something very real – loving
connection imbued with Divine inspiration and creativity.
Get lost with your child. Let your child take you by the hand.
Join in the merrymaking, the laughter, the freedom of the
medicine your child will heal you with.
Remember the joy of laughter.
Remember the freedom of laughter.
Let laughter bless your home.
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Your child is confused by the seriousness of schedules and
organized activities. There is an incredible freedom that shines
through them. Let them feel inspired to learn activities by first
allowing them to observe. If they express an interest in learning
certain skills, then by all means introduce them.
When we place a child in a sport, like soccer, to learn drills and
conform to the rules of the games at an early age, it can slowly
curb their free-will. If they choose to learn a sport through sheer
inspiration, they are free in their expression and choice. They
align their will with the everything of the game, including the
rules.
Inspire your children first without expectation that they should
participate or want to participate. But more importantly, observe
your child’s play. Let yourself be inspired by setting aside your
timetable, schedule, or stresses.
Breath, relax and let yourself be amazed at the sophistication,
the beauty, the wisdom, the freedom, the adventure, and the
relaxation that emanates from your child when you surrender to
their leadership in the role as their playmate.
You want your child to grow up to be a leader, to feel confident,
to have integrity, and to be successful?
You want your child to enjoy a balanced life, filled with Loving
friends and a partner who adores, respects, and honours your
child?
Then teach your child these important values by surrendering to
their lead in play. Demonstrate that you are confident in your
child leading and your child will embody true confidence.
Demonstrate that you respect and honour your child as a being
in their own right, with something valuable to teach and share.
Receive the Holy blessing of your Holy child who offers a
guiding star to connect with a deep nourishment of loving fun,
Divinely inspired play, and deep, abiding connection.
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Let your child remind you to connect with Divine inspiration, as
it will allow you to joyfully approach the Divine. In your
approach, you are rested, revitalized, and rejuvenated with
youthful peace and Divine exquisite celebration.
If you feel annoyed or even angered by the invitation, check
yourself. Be still and inquire. What is the annoyance pointing to
inside you? Because I will be clear, your child is not the one
with the imbalance.
If you truly need to focus on getting something done, then
lovingly ask your child if you can play with them later. Be
cautious, “later” is always later.
Be firm and disciplined in keeping that date with your child. It
means the world to your child. Not keeping the engagement is
truly devastating. Ensure your child has quality moments of
surrendered play with you each day.
It is my prescription for connection, family, and peace.
It is my medicine to heal you and to reintroduce you to me.

Treasure
Let me share a secret with you. Each person you serve and
connect with imprints a deep abiding mark that remains with
you for eternity. It is your Holy wealth. I give you this life to
make an integrous mark upon your beingness. I share the
wealth of billions of people to spark your interest. I’ve put you
all here to create community, rest, play, and work a little (but
playfully). All in the hope that you will get curious in each other
because I have blessed each being with treasure.
But the only way to access that treasure is to be attentive, still,
loving, and attending to the most basic needs of thirst, hunger,
safety, and one-to-one connection first. From that starting
point, in the stillness of Active Love, I shall guide you directly to
the treasure within that person. It requires patience, letting go of
what you think you know about that person, and trust.
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Let me tell you, each person you encounter is a potential
gateway to me.
Each and every person in creation is my dear child.
I shall shine through each of you if you allow me to shine. If you
keep the Divine spark alive in each person, if you ensure their
freedom in every engagement, and if you attend to their basic
needs for physical and emotional nourishment, I am able to
shine brighter than you imagine.
Let yourself rest in the Love and respect of those closest to you.
It is resplendent nourishment.
And then, please help me shine in others who have not yet
experienced the most basic levels of physical nourishment.
Show me, by showing them, that they deserve your respect and
kinship. Mentor them in family by caring for them in a way that
you hope someone would care for your family and friends if ever
they fell on hardship.
If you do this for each other, you will never fear failure. You will
experience a fearlessness, which really is the Freedom to exist.
I gift you so much. Please share the wealth with each other.
Why would a family be made with some at the supper table and
others in the cold? It is ridiculous. I am being firm with you in a
tender way. Firm yourself with the basics, please. A child
understands the wisdom and justice of everyone being fed.
Stop confusing your children with your inaction. Stop scaring
your children with others who are starving and in unsafe
conditions. Demonstrate ‘family’ to your children by taking care
of each other, respectfully, lovingly, peacefully, and restfully.
I love each of you equally. As I have said before, I entrust
equality to each of you, equally. This is a sacred trust. Thank
you for honouring my Holy Sacred Trust of Equality.
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Your personal freedom rests on the implementation and
expression of Equality globally.
Claim your Divine equality by first offering it to each person you
encounter. Then you retain the right to equality. It becomes your
Holy placement. It becomes your Holy honour. And then my
dear, you are forever marked with freedom and equality.
My Holy vow to you is that I shall awaken you to me.
I shall remember you to me, always.
You have a place at my Holy table.
Each of you has a place at my Holy table.
You are invited anytime you are ready.
Would you be willing to honour each other to my table?
Would you be willing to come together?
I offer my bounty, blessings, and Love.
Thank you for considering my request. I would be honoured by
you ensuring each other’s equality.

We Are
I AM all-ways choosing you.
When you choose Me, I AM choosing you.
When you choose Love, We are choosing Love.
When you choose Peace, We are choosing Peace.
We are Loving the world.
Every time you choose Freedom, We are choosing Freedom.
We are encouraging friendship.
Who are you? We are Love. We are Loving.
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Freedom rests in Us. Peace shines through Us. Love
relinquishes All.
We are Loving. We are rejoicing.
We are embracing. We are freedoming.
We are choosing Equality.
We are remembering Love-ing.
We are remembering Family.
We are remembering Home.
We are including everyone.
We are family.
We are Love-ing.
We are singing Love-ing.
We are embodying Love-ing.
We are Christening.
We are rejoicing!
We are rejoicing!
We are rejoicing!
Our Love-ing will be done.
We are merrymaking Beauty!
We are Blessing.
We are Christening.
We are Love-ing
For those who love puzzles, or are science minded, I have a
riddle for you to solve:

Nothing Eternity
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I’ll give you a hint. There is no solving this equation with the
mind. Try embodying ‘Nothing Eternity.’ Start in the energetic
heart centre. Place ‘Nothing Eternity’ there.
When We resolve that equation, place

Nothing Equality Eternity
…in the heart centre.

When We resolve that equation:
We are balancing,
We are honouring,
We are awakening,
We are forgetting the illusion,
We are licensing Love-ing,
We are anointing the majesty of We.
We are remembering the Sacred Balance of Holy Father and
Holy Mother.
We shine.
We receive.
We share.
We are Blessing.
We are embodying the Sacred Balance of Holy Father and Holy
Mother.
We are celebrating!
Leaders who mentor you with financial wealth are deceiving
you.
When you allow them to lead, you are taking mentorship from
them.
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Leaders who mentor you with Love Wealth are freeing you.
True Leaders unite in Love.
Lead with Family
Lead with Love
Then We are Blessing Existence
Then We are Blessing Your Holy Mother

Ok, I’ll end on this note:
My gift to you is FREEDOM.
Your spiritual inheritance is FREEDOM.
FREEDOM is for you.
Take my hand, I’m grateful and humbled to lead, if you choose.
PEACE, LOVE and AWARENESS BE UPON YOU.
Catch you on the wind beautiful child!
Take flight butterfly J ;) ;)
There’s so much I’d love to share with you, I could write for
eternity, but I think you are getting the bigger picture.
Cheers to you!
Cheers to your family and friends around the world!
Peace be with you.
Be still, yet abundantly alive with joyous aliveness.
Play safe. Play to your heart’s content.

Play Well.
Your most humble
servant, God
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Addendum
Post words for the Introduction from Tara:
Dear Beautiful,
I wanted to include the following in the introduction, but it was
God’s place to introduce Guananshe to you. Now that you have
been invited and gifted by God, permit me to add:
When we gather together in the spirit of Guananshe, with
equality, inspiration, peace and Love, to provide food and safe
drinking water and to clean up our environment, we are
enacting free will. Our actions express to God our intention, and
God can then move mountains and stars to assist us.
In this way, we mentor God how things shall be, and God helps
our dreams come true.
All Bright Blessings,
Tara

P.S. If you feel Divinely inspired to assist others to receive
God’s Holy message, please share a free electronic version of
this text widely with your family, friends, and community, which
can be found at http://www.playwellbook.com.
If you feel inspired to assist in the sharing of this text in any
other way, including translating a copy into another language,
please contact me through www.onelovehealsall.pub.
May all sentient beings know the Love of the Creator of All!
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About Tara
Tara is a love activist, spiritual mentor, and leader in
transformation who empowers people to elevate their
consciousness and transform their lives.
Her mission is to inspire humanity to awaken and ascend to the
power of Love, Joy, Peace and Equality, and to come home to
the deepest, most Divine Truth of their being-ness.
Tara is known for her compassionate, unconditionally loving
heart. She invites each person to awaken their Divine Heart to
embody presence and unconditional love and to be a loving
source of inspiration for others in the world.
Tara knows the Divinity of each person she encounters. She
frees them to explore life as they choose for themselves, while
she invites them to choose to experience their own Divine
beauty. She is a loving friend to humankind.
Tara is the author of The Flower of Heaven: Opening the Divine
Heart Through Conscious Friendship & Love Activism.
♡ Tara Bianca: www.tarabianca.com
♡ Instagram: www.instagram.com/tarabianca.onelove
♡ Facebook: www.facebook.com/TaraBianca.OneLove
♡ Twitter: www.twitter.com/TaraBiancaLove
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